OBJECT:
TERRORISM: Armageddon in Massachusetts, the culprits. Intelligence report. Evidence and global
warning for DHS USA and United Nations.
From : Marc Delantre (pseudonym)
56yo, Belgian computer scientist, Intelligent agent from 2008
2008, undercover agent for DNEF Paris
2009-2012, protected agent for Mossad
2013-2018, informing agent for the Belgian Justice, Belgian/French Secret Service and Ministers
2017-2018, informing agent for other agencies including FBI/Infragard (450 emails exchanged, including
150 received).
2014-2018, ... recorder & messenger agent (forced)...
Copy to :
•
•
•
•
•

The Massachusetts authorities and law enforcement
The Columbia Gas Massachusetts Co., Energy Transfer Co., NTSB
United Nations and NATO HQ
The Secret services of Belgium, France, UK and USA
The Belgian government, justice and terror crisis center.
September 21, 2018

Honorable Kirstjen M. Nielsen, Department of Homeland Security USA,

Two days ago, I spent more than one hour with a well-known Republican Senator, a former top officer in
the US army. I also called a former top officer in the French army. They believed in my story and knew
the weapons and the threat that I will describe here. They advised me to find a top-level person in the
Intelligence and in the security of the United States. It is the first reason for this report today.
We have a problem, and I must warn you as soon as possible.
First, forgive my limited English. I'm not American, I don't live in the USA and live under high
surveillance from some services like yours, with exactly the same means. I insist on that point. You will
understand. The ones who monitor me physically and through the web, read continuously what I'm writing
to you now even if they are not behind my back. I cannot do anything to avoid this. I can see if they
appreciate or not what I'm writing. So, you can imagine my situation. I spent about 20 hours on this report.
Indeed, it was not easy to write because my story is one of the worst threats in the world. At the same
time, it is very difficult to explain, since this story is far above what people could imagine. For your
convenience, I will try to structure this report and to put in bold some important part. I do it in a spirit of
synthesis and not of insistence. Anyway, I tried to synthesize in maximum, and so, everything is almost
important.
[Update. This report will be sent soon] Forgive me to add a personal feeling: Sometimes, I want to cry
when I wrote this report...
It is definitively not only my story, it is the story of 2000+ dead in 16 months I'm linked with. Please think
of them, when you will read me. It is only the truth, my story.
Please also, it can be my only satisfaction, send me back your acknowledgement of receipt. Thank you.
I'm Marc Delantre, Belgian IT & INTEL man, 56 years old and living currently in the Philippines,
with my disabled son and my partner. I prefer that my identity remains confidential for the public.
I must tell you before to begin, that I wrote already to many people about the content of this report. The

classic reaction to this report is the fear of the devil. Some people could claim that they don't (want to)
believe in this story, but usually, it is because they did not (want to) read it entirely. Others could not
believe in it by conviction because they think that the terror in the world can only come from their enemies
or from the people that they hate.
The Belgian government and the Belgian Secret service know my story for years. I know also by the
French Secret Service that Belgium confirms the existence of this story when other governments ask
them if this story is real. You will read it, but the Belgian Secret Services asked me and helped me, two
times, in 2013 to open a terrorist case, but these complaints have been closed without any investigation.
You will understand why. On the other sides, it seems obvious that some agencies or agents know a part
of this situation, because sometimes, the agents of Intelligence services ask me to write them to nonofficial emails to be sure that my reports are not deleted. It is also a sign that they believe in my story.
1. The reason for this report: I know who is behind the gas incidents in Massachusetts, and they
will do worse.
•

•

•

I know perfectly, who is behind the gas incidents in Massachusetts. In fact, these gas
incidents began with the Energy Transfer pipeline explosion in Pennsylvania. So, these
four gas incidents are in reality, attacks. I will prove it to you because I know everything
about these events. I know who did them, how, why and what minute each of these
operations began. Indeed, these operations have been recorded in real time on my web
server. It is not a question of records only. They also triggered these operations according
to my warning emails. Indeed, they did that to show to my correspondents that I was right
and that they were not joking at all. In conclusion of this small introduction, you could
consider that I'm their recorder and messenger, but totally under their control. I'm their
pawn on the terror chessboard.
The worst is coming. I will explain to you why, but their will is that the world learns about
their existence. Moreover, they have been created by the USA and their power and means
are directly coming from the USA. So they want that the world learns their existence before
to get the order to create the biggest chemical attack or alleged chemical accident, like the
Massachusetts events. They want that the world knows all false flag attacks they must
operate for and ordered by the USA, including the ones against your population. They want
to use, as evidence, all these real-time records of these false flags on my server to show
what they must do in the past and ordered by the USA. One of them was, for example, the
massive shooting in Las-Vegas, recorded minute by minute on my server.
These gas incidents in Massachusetts were only some new examples of their power,
that I have to use in my emails. A question. Who has the remote access and/or the power
to increase the pressure inside a gas pipeline? They just showed you that they have a full
access everywhere, in any area, on any place. If you doubt about it, I'm very scared that
they will show it again, very quickly.

In fact, we could say that I'm something like a remote hostage. I have to tell you that you have on
your soil, the biggest Trojan horse whose power comes directly from the USA. It is something like if
your own satellites began to work against you, while you are the only ones able to manage them. They
are not hackers. You gave them the access. It is about it.

2. My debut in counter-intelligence and the 2 first terror attacks I'm linked with - 34 dead
•

•
•

•

•

•

In 2008, this organization tried to hire me as IT man since I was very close to one of their
main leaders. However, since the beginning, I showed them my firm desire to denounce
them. So, I became an undercover IT man for the authorities in Paris within this
organization. I quickly saw and hear these people were working in terrorism while they are
not Islamist at all. Officially, they work in the European law enforcement.
In 2009, the Mossad exfiltrated me of this situation and brought me back under protection
to Belgium.
In 2009-2013, I recorded several times Mossad on MP3's and I learned who was this
organization which tried to hire me. However, Mossad did not give me the name of it.
They just told me and repeat multiple times, that Belgium will never do anything against
this organization. At this time, I did not know the name of this organization. I saw only
their unlimited, professional and very skilled power. I know today that they have the same
means as your services, but working in terrorism. In 2012, the main Mossad leader in
Belgium has been killed, and my wife disappeared at the same time.
In 2013-2014, the Belgian secret services urged me and helped me to open two
complaints against the Belgian army and police for terrorism since we got the material
evidence of their involvement in some operations to me. In fact, this organization wanted
to show me who they were without to tell me their name. The first complaint has been
closed immediately. The second one has been closed at the end of 2014. None of these two
terrorism complaints open with the Belgian secret services has been the subject of any
investigation.
In 2015, on the first days of January, the terror attacks in Europe could begin. Since
I showed them during years that I wanted to denounce everything, they decided to use me,
to denounce their organization, but on their way, not on my way. Immediately I felt that
my story was linked to these terror attacks. Since 2014, I saw that I got special small
Internet attacks at some curious occasions such as when I was moving, or on the MH17
crash for example. These small and inoffensive attacks had all the same signature and
origin, Israel. It was very particular since I saw that these attacks were something like wood
arrows fired from a missile launcher.
In 2016, after the terror attacks in Brussels, I decided to try again to denounce everything
and sent my file to the Belgian Terror Attacks Commission. That's when they started the
real synchronization between them and me, even though I will not be responsible for this
sequence of events. I must enter a little more in the details because it is important.
o On October 19, 2016, I receive a confirmation from the Belgian police head office
that my file is followed.
o while it was hosted in a company linked to Dyn DNS Manchester US. However,
this organization knew that I had a new server in another country.
o On October 20, my server is restarted in the Netherlands.
o On October 21, since they are sure that my server is running well in the
Netherlands, they launch the most powerful cyber attack ever against the USA.
The impact location is the company Dyn DNS, Manchester US. The Internet in the
USA is down. Even the White House must give a conference because President
Obama cannot access to Twitter and Facebook. The weapon got a name. It is Mirai
Botnet, composed exclusively of Internet of things.

On October 21, there were 100.000 Internet objects involved in the attack and the Internet on the US
continent was down. Today, on September 2018, this weapon involves 1 million objects and is under the
control of this organization. This weapon only could provoke thousands of dead if they point it to any
strategic location.

o

In December 2016, Mirai botnet begins to connect on my web server continually,
every minute, every hour, like a frequency, a signal, a code. I contact the FBI
and we exchange 450 emails, including 150 received. Of course, FBI wants to
know why this terrible weapon creates this signal on my server. They don't find or
if they find, they don't tell me. I ask them to look at my terror story, but they don't
seem interested in my story. Maybe, they know it, but they don't tell me.

•

In 2017, in January and February, the signal of Mirai botnet begins to follow minute by
minute my activities with my partner or on my computer. We are far from our house, the
frequency of the signal is high, even if we have or not an Internet or mobile connection. I
sleep in my bed; the signal is flat. I surf on the Belgian police website; it becomes high
again. I call the FBI and I get the answer that they know we are monitored...

•

On May 22, 2017, 11:02 AM, Belgian time, I see that the Mirai botnet signal jumps to a
high level (see the picture). This level remains in this high position during 4h30 and after,
it goes back to its normal level. I try to find in my activities the reason of this sudden level,
but I don't find. I see that Donald Trump has just been welcomed by Benjamin
Netanyahu at the airport in Israel. I look the time of his arrival. It is 11:02 AM. I know
my story and the one of this Mirai botnet signal. I begin to understand that it could be a
warning of a terror attack. I call the terror crisis centre in Belgium, OCAM. I say them
that I think that there will be a terror attack. They ask me for a report. When this report is
finished and sent, I go sleep, because it is late in the Philippines.
On May 23, I discover on the news the Arena bombing attack in Manchester and I
understand immediately that this signal just warned me of the first terror attacks.

•

Please, look the links. My server was in Dyn DNS Manchester US. They have cyber attacked the USA
on Dyn DNS Manchester US, and they just operated a terror attack warned by their signal on Manchester
UK.

•

On June 03, I got exactly the same warning 3h before the attack on the London Bridge.

And I got such signals for about 200+ attacks or alleged accidents in 16 months. However, quickly,
since they saw that I understood the link between the signal and the attacks, they began to use the signal
in real time with the attacks, allowing me to follow the attacks minute by minute on my web server.
To this, they added on the last 6 months the synchronization between my emails to try to warn and
the start of the new operations.
So, about the USA only, I got the records minute by minute for the attacks of: Las Vegas, Manhattan,
Texas (church), Tehama in California (primary school), Santa Fe, Parkland, Annapolis, Cincinnati,
the two plane incidents of Southwest, the C-130 crash in Savanah and multiple others.
All of these events have been recorded minute by minute on my web server, and of course all other
operations in Europe, UK, Israel, Canada, and some of the attacks in Afghanistan, Pakistan, Indonesia,
Mali, Libya, Syria...
One of the most famous operations recorded on my server, was the Skripal case, where I was able before
anybody to say that the attack began in their house and not in the park. It is the same with the chemical
attacks in Syria, or with the hazardous powder received in an American base and injured 11 soldiers. I can
tell you the very minute when this letter came into the base.
It means, of course, that all these attacks or alleged accidents or catastrophes are perpetrated by
the same organization, since all of them, have been recorded in real time on this way on my server.
Of course, each time, I try to warn different authorities and very often, this organization operates a new
attack to give more weight to my emails. It will be maybe the same with this one, the one I'm writing
to you now.
The worst attacks occurred just after my first warning to the United Nations. They crashed the Algerian
plane: 250 dead, the families of the militaries. The most horrible occurred in a reaction to the Skripal
case. They put the fire to the Winter Cherry Mall in Russia. There were 70 dead including 41 kids
burning and shouting because they were locked in the cinemas. Their parents heard their screams from
the street. Horrible. Even Julian Assange was aware of this because it is when he tweeted something about

this fire, that the UK cut definitively his Internet. I can tell you when the firebomb has been installed in
the complex!

3. My worst experience - in 10 days, they use my video and kill 100+ including 10 journalists and
30+ kids.
•

•
•

•

•

On April 20, 2017, I upload my first video (this one https://vimeo.com/266657401 but in
French) on the web where I try to explain my position. This video triggers immediately a
new operation that I see on my server.
On April 20, some hours after, there is a big bombing attack in Kabul by a kamikaze under
the control of this organization.
On April 24, I want to warn my country, Belgium, about what I know about this new
attack in Kabul. This email is in French, and I decide to add, in copy, some Afghan
embassies where they speak French too, such as the one in Ottawa, Canada. When my mail
is sent, I see a new operation which just begins.
On April 24, some hours later, there is the ram-car attack, in Toronto. Not only this, but
this ram-car attack is the one described minute by minute in my video as example to explain
the information I receive during the attacks. Even the number of dead is almost respected.
I call immediately the police in Toronto. The agent is very happy to hear my story, but I
warn her. I tell her that her hierarchy will probably never do anything with my testimony.
I know all police or FBI, in the US, never investigate in this direction. They cannot. It is
an order. Since I know that, I try to contact all the press in Toronto, and I explain my story.
I find a video-journalist. She is very happy to hear my story. During several days, I reply
to her questions and finally, she proposes me a video meeting on May 1st, with other
journalists of Toronto. But the next days, she becomes scared. This organization feels that
too and finally, she cancelled the meeting.
On May 30, this organization set up a new big attack near the US embassy in Kabul. All
journalists come there of course. Then, they send a video-journalist with an explosive belt,
among the other journalists. He explodes himself, kills 10 of them and wounding many
others. Later in the day, they launch another attack near a convoy, and they kill 12 kids.
The 3 attacks are recorded minute by minute on my server. What is the nationality of the
ones who manages these attacks? They were not Muslims, not Afghans...

Much later, since the press maintained its position to silence the truth, they launched the attack
against the news room of Annapolis.
A personal revenge by the shooter? Not at all, but this organization must use false flags. In this case, the
false flag is the anger of this man against this gazette and again, this attack is recorded on my server.

4. August 2018 - the effects of microwave weapons : Destruction of steel structures, suicide pilots,
the enslaved killers and... me - 50+ dead.
•

In August 2018 I'm writing a book with my story. I'm explaining the weapons that this
organization uses to control the killers or to transform anybody in a killer. There are
different names for that, but the locomotive in this area is the CIA. In the beginning, in
the 50's and 60's, they called this, Mind Control Weapon. Today, we call this, the
psychotronic weapons. It is not science fiction, but theoretically, they are very secret
weapons.

This weapon is based on the electrical frequencies of the brain. In a clinic, an electroencephalogram
reads the electric activity of the brain. This weapon is based on the principle of a transmitter/receptor. If

the brain transmits frequencies, he can receive frequencies. The psychotronic weapons write in the
brain.
The psychotronic weapons can be helped by drugs, implants, microwaves transmitter, and probably today,
satellites. The purpose is to control the mind of the target and push this target to kill, to suicide or
event to get some idea or to lead the target to some attitude and decision. According to the crime
reports and my experience, the target looks to be ready for a deadly operation after only 2 or 3 weeks of
psychotrony. Of course, the target does not feel it or perceive the origin of the symptoms. These ones may
be hearing voices, tinnitus, nausea, headaches, feelings of depression, a desire to kill and/or commit
suicide... When he/she is ready, a simple new impulsion can lead the target to operate the decision.
When I began to read information about this, this organization launched immediately 2 successive nonlethal media operations in Paris. These operations did not have other purposes than to show me that I just
found the weapon that they use. Of course, this weapon explains very well the terrorists, the kamikazes,
the massive shooters, the multiple current infanticides, and family murder-suicides, recorded minutes by
minutes on my server. Recently, the shooter of Parkland said that he heard voices and above all 4 words
"Kill, destroy, burn and die". Like the killer of Annapolis, he had with him flammable liquid, but they
did not use it.
•
•

•

•

On August 10, there is a massive shooting in Fredericton in Canada.
On August 11, some hours later, there is a suicide pilot in Seattle. In fact, he never piloted
any plane for real. He played only often on a simulator on his computer. He steals a
bimotored plane 56 seat which has a very complicated ignition process. He makes
acrobatics like a pro, talks with the control tower and when he finishes to play, he suicides
on an island. His family doesn't understand at all his suicide, since he was very happy in
his family and very appreciated by his friends and colleagues.
On August 13, there is another suicide pilot. Before the police, he says to his wife and kid
"See you tomorrow, I love you". He goes to the airport, takes the plane of his employer
and crashes it on his house, wife, and kid.
On August 13, there is the Christopher Watts case in Frederick, in Colorado. 2 kids are
dead and their mother, pregnant of the third one, is dead too.

Do you see above, two suicide pilots in less than 48 hours and two killers in two cities beginning by
Frederic*. It is not a coincidence. The 4 incidents have been realized through psychotronic weapons
and recorded minute by minute on my server.
•

•

On August 14, a British man, Sudanese origin, just received his British passport. He goes
to the Sudanese embassy to ask a visa to visit his family in his country. When he is in
London. He doesn't know what happens, he runs on the crowd before Westminster. This
event is recorded minute by minute on my server, since the moment when he leaves his
home in Birmingham. Two other similar operations occurred in Russia during the
recent soccer world cup. On the video's we hear the first driver running out of his car
shouting "It is not me!" Before the police cameras, he explains that he got asleep and that
he woke up on the pedestrian. He looks very sorry, and he doesn't understand how he did
that.
On August 14, a bridge in Italy collapses. However, 2 official videos (CCTV & police)
shows the collapsing of the bridge but we see clearly, before it, two series of white flashes
on the foot of the bridge. After, the first series, the bridge deck collapses. After the second
one, the foot collapses. The witness felt first like the ground is moving and after, they heard
like an explosion. However, there is no smoke and the flashes were white and not yellow,
like with dynamite. Since this event is recorded in real time, on my server, I understand
that the organization used this time, a high-energy microwave weapon. Under the effect
of this kind of weapon, the steel and the iron flashes like a fork in a microwave. On a

•
•

bridge, because of the energy rejected by the steel, the concrete cracks, and everything is
goes down. Moreover, the steel loses effectiveness.
I skip other events such as multiple stabbing attacks in France, also recorded on my server.
On August 25, a killer under psychotrony for several weeks (see above for the definition)
is on his way to make a massive shooting. This killer has been selected by this organization
for his name and city origin. The timing has been chosen according to a plan they have
with me. I'm not aware of this.

Sorry, but there is no other possibility to explain the rest of the story. They wanted to prove me the use
and effects of the psychotrony. So they used it on me, and you will understand.
•

•

•

On August 25, some hours later, I'm also under psychotrony and they lead me to write to
the general manager of a famous company in terror Intelligence area, the company SITE
Intelligence Group from Maryland. This company is a world reference to track on the
web the terrorist claims and events. The rest of the world press using often their
publications like references of this kind of event and don't analyze any more if these events
are linked to false flag or not. SITE Intelligence Group, neither doesn't analyse this
aspect. In terms of false flag, SITE Intelligence group is one of the most important actors
in the media coverage. So, I try to find different ways to write to this general manager, to
explain to her my story.
On August 25, when my email is sent to this general manager, there are immediately on
the same night, 3 new uses of psychotronic weapons: one killer in Paris subway, one ramcar in Lille, in France, one Belgian police officer is shot dead. All these 3 attacks are
recorded in real time, on my server.
On August 26, in Jacksonville, Florida, the massive shooter loses the game and he shoots.
2 dead. His name is David Katz 24 years old from Maryland. The general manager of the
company SITE Intelligence Group, I just wrote, is Rita Katz, from Maryland.

This organization just demonstrated me that they used psychotrony on me and on the killer to allow me
to make the link with the general manager of this company. It impossible to explain this story differently.
Moreover, this organization knew that David Katz will go to this tournament. So , they prepared him and
led him to buy guns. When he was on his way to kill, this organization led me to write to this general
manager who has the same name as the killer.
•

On August 29. A nurse in Belgium, a mother of three, is under psychotrony for two or
three weeks. She feels not good, and she understands that there is something wrong with
her. She takes an appointment with a psychiatrist. This organization knows that she took
this appointment. To avoid that this doctor sees something wrong or gives medicine, they
want to provoke the operation that they have prepared for her, before her appointment.
However, they want that I'm the one to trigger this operation. Since I did not see yet on the
news, the Christopher Watts case (2 children killed) on August 13, they arrange that I found
this article on my screens (It was not the first time). Of course, I see it and I understand
that this story of Christopher watts occurred at the same time as the one with the pilot
crashing his plane on his house. When I see and understand the link between these 4 stories
on August 10-13 , of course, I write a new report. This organization precisely chooses this
time to start the operation with the nurse in Belgium, who kills her 3 kids and tries to
suicide.

These two operations, the massive shooter of Jacksonville, and the mother killer in Belgium, are very
diabolic and fully linked to me, and recorded on my server. It is also very scary.

I skip many other attacks such like several stabbing attacks in Europe, the massive shooting in Cincinnati
and the fire of the famous museum in Brazil. This one has several similarities with the fire of Glasgow
School of Art which is an important operation of this organization and of course recorded on my server.

5. Massachusetts gas events
Phase 1 - FIRST series of gas fires and explosions
•

On September 10, a gas pipeline belonging to Energy Transfer Company in US
explodes in Pennsylvania. This attack has been provoked, by a high-energy microwave
weapon (making the steel sparking, like a fork in a microwave) and the pipeline exploded
of course. Other uses of this microwave weapon exist in the recent days, like the attack
against another energy company, a refinery in Germany, on September 1st. It also
exploded. I was also aware of this attack on the same way as the other ones. They recorded
them on my web server.

•

On September 12, at 08:55, Boston time, I write to the Belgian Interior Minister about
the previous different attacks that my server recorded in the recent days. My country knows
that situation and my story for a very long time (several years). In my email, I write to this
Belgian Minister about the pipeline explosion in the USA. Indeed, on each email, I ask
the Belgian authorities, to warn the other countries about this situation and this
organization. However, I know I will receive only an acknowledgement of receipt, never
anything more, even if the attack occurred in Belgium. They don't want to fight this
organization that they know very well.
On September 13, at 08:55, so exactly 24h, to the minute, after my email to this Belgian
Minister, this organization launches an attack against the chemical recycling company
Indaver, located in Antwerp, in Belgium, the city of the Belgian Interior Minister. Two
hours after this attack against this chemical company, they started a new large fire in
another recycling company in another province in Belgium.

•

Since this organization wants that I denounce these attacks, they intentionally let some clues to allow me
to establish the links between the events. In this case, these clues are the time of 08:55, the city of the
Minister and the two recycling companies.
This file includes 200+ attacks with such links, and this makes me the unique person in the world to
present these hundreds of links and to bring together the pieces of the puzzle. They have created these
clues for me and according to my activities, and so, nobody else can show them. However, I represent
nothing without my records, and my records represent nothing without me. In fact, they did it in the
purpose to create the only secure binomial witness-records, easy to control and to follow... but easy to kill
too.
•

On September 13, at 16:04, Boston time, so 7h10 after the attack against the chemical
company Indaver in Belgium, they launch the first attack, in Massachusetts, at Andover.

The link is, of course, Indaver - Andover.

Phase 2 - SECOND series of gas fires and explosions
•
•
•

•
•

On September 14, 21:11, Boston time, I send my first "Armageddon" report, talking
about the first series of gas fires, of September 13.
On September 15, at 00:00, they initiate a new operation.
At 05:52, I call NTSB hotline and explain the situation. They required an email, and I said
to them that this email must be immediately read. The NTSB agent seems uninterested in
my call (recorded on MP3). They sent me their acknowledgement of receipt for my email
without any other answer.
At 09:58, I write again, to NTSB asking an answer. I did not receive it.
At 11:00, so exactly one hour later, the second series of gas explosions began.

Phase 3 - Fire to the apartments' building on the Diamond Street
•

•

•
•

On September 16, at 03:28, Boston time, I send a warning email to the President of
NTSB, at 03:37 a warning email to the Governor of Massachusetts, at 04:52, the same
warning to the Mayor of Lawrence.
At 03:28, so just after my first email to the NTSB President, I see instantly in their records
on my server, that they just started a new operation. As I said, such new operations are
done to show to my correspondents, that what I wrote to them is the only reason for these
gas incidents.
At 07:47, the Governor of Massachusetts, tweeted that the inhabitants can go back home.
Just after these tweets, the records grew very strongly, on my server till 10:30.
At 10:30, this organization put then, the fire on the apartments' building on the Diamond
Street since this place was not in the areas where the gas was already cut.

6. What is this organization?
You will find this name on Wikipedia. It's "Stay Behind" or GLADIO, even if they could have another
name code today. It means "Sword" in Italian. Gladio is historically a secret emanation of NATO and
CIA to protect Europe against Russia since 1956. It is the reason that historically the HQ of Gladio are
also in Belgium, near NATO.
Gladio uses mainly human and technical resources from the police, the army and the Intelligence
service, but usually most of their members don't know that they are running or helping Gladio. Most often,
they don't have the choice and they must help. It is something like a mafia organization within the law
enforcement and it is the same in all NATO countries. I got these explanations (recorded on MP3) from
the Belgian Justice. They scared so much of Gladio and they don't dare to pronounce this word, because
they know Gladio is there.
In the 70's and 80's, when the cold war was finished, Gladio, or NATO, or the USA, decided to use Gladio
in secret terror operations in Europe to move Europe away from communism. But after the bombing attack
of the Bologna Station in Italy, the Italian government must reveal the existence of Gladio. In the 90's,
Europe decided to dissolve it, but Gladio did not dissolve. They became only more secret and began to
spread in all NATO countries.
It is also, in this context that the CIA has developed and tested some new kinds of weapons, the mind
control weapons or the psychotronic weapons, and the microwave weapons. Most of these weapons don't
let any traces and the weapons that they use the most often right now are the psychotronic and mind
control weapons. These weapons are the ones to transform any target into a killer and in a very short time.
It is the reason that many of these killers look unbalanced after their attack. It is also an excellent way to
hide the real origin of the attack. It is also why, they prefer to use people already know as bipolar or having

mental problem. That's the principle of false flag. Nobody will try to find other reasons, other culprits.
They were just involved in the tension strategy.
7. Conclusion
These people within Gladio want to reveal the truth. They are tired to play the devil, to operate false flags
everywhere, to receive orders to kill or to use psychotronic weapons to make killers... But, I believe that
they probably have a plan to initiate a massive chemical or nuclear attack or incident somewhere. They
just want to reveal the truth before to get the order to trigger this attack. I really feel that all my contacts
are scared of my story and of this invisible power, this Shadow Army. I don't say that this Shadow Army,
is an American army, but the weapons that they use is at least from NATO, and the NATO citizenship
does not exist.
Please help.
Sincerely yours
Marc Delantre
The video which presents my story: https://vimeo.com/266657401
The video which presents the psychotronic weapon and the Jacksonville shooting:
https://vimeo.com/287857334
www.gladio-activities.net

